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sobs were so loud that the Egyptians could language (Kret, 2015). Among all the
hear, and so the news reached Pharaoh’s signals by which emotions can be
palace. Joseph said to his brothers, “I am expressed, visible tears – and more
Joseph. Is my father still well?” But his specifically the shedding of tears in
brothers could not answer him, so response to an emotional state, as
dumfounded were they on account of him. opposed to those in response to pain or a
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Drashot Vayigash 33 "Joseph could not tested whether tears, paired with either a
control himself," has Rabbi Chama bar neutral or a sad facial expression, elicited
Chaninah say that Joseph acted carelessly prosocial behaviour among perceivers…
by instructing everybody to leave the room these findings suggest that tears increase
when he wanted to reveal himself to his prosocial behaviour by increasing
brothers; had one of them kicked him he trustworthiness… – Lawrence Ian Reed et
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(they considered him an Egyptian). He
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